Domain Number Distribution
The Domain Density:
The Domain Survival Probability: S(t) = P m mQ m (t)
Unreacted (\single parent") Domain Density: Q 1 (t) 1D Ising model with nonconserving Glauber dynamics All densities decay algebraically
Scaling Properties
The domain density ( = 1=z, z the dynamical exponent)
The domain survival probability
The density of unreacted Domains
The domain distribution
Bounds on exponent (since Q 1 P m Q m P m mQ m )
Relation to persistence exponent (since S(t) P(t) t ? )
Numerical Veri cation Only and are independent exponents Independent Interval Approximation (IIA) Domain Length-Number Distribution: Let P n;m (t) be the distribution of domains of length n and m ancestors. Gives the domain number distribution Q m (t) = P n P n;m (t), and the domain length distribution P n (t) = P m P n;m (t).
1D T=0 Ising-Potts model with Glauber dynamics:
Single spin ip dynamics. Domains walls perform random walk and annihilate/coalesce upon contact.
Rate Equation: Gives exact = 1=2, good approximation for , :
Approximation is exact for q = 1 and q = 1
Correct scaling behavior of Q m (t) and P n (t)
IIA provides a very close description Gives the exact = 1=3
Good estimates for domain exponents: 
